CMU Dept Theatre Arts Safety Protocol

_Scene Shop Operation_

Adapted from _IATSE Stagecraft Safety Committee Recovery Plan (Scenic/Lighting Shops)_ p. 26-27

- The Storage Shop will have a maximum capacity of ten students.
- The Layout Shop will have a maximum capacity of ten students.
- The Paint Shop will have a maximum capacity of two students.
- The Loading Rail will have a maximum capacity of two students.
- Storage and Layout shop capacity (10) should be observed before entering the workspace.
- Students will wear masks at all times.
- If a dusk mask is needed, student will dispose of dust mask after daily use.
- Up to four students at a time will be allowed to work on one project together for a maximum time of fifteen minutes before taking a break.
- Student employees will provide their own Personal Work Gloves, Eye Protection, and Measuring Tapes.
- Personal Work Gloves and Eye Protection should be sterilized daily after use.
- Printouts and drawings should be copied for individual use and disposed of when student is finished.
- Communally used tools and equipment should be sanitized before and after each use by a different individual.
- Personal tools must not be shared unless disinfected prior to transfer to another worker.
- Tools that are normally cleaned daily need to be sanitized at least once daily.
- Complete shop tool and equipment will be sterilized during shop clean-up time (last 20 minutes of working day.)